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Build a Better World Recommended Reads

The books in this list are about making the world a better place. Some are about doing 

this on a personal level, and others are about doing it on a grand scale.

FICTION
Sometimes when people are trapped in a bad situation they need to band together to 

make things better.

The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society by Mary Ann Shafter.

London, 1946. Writer Juliet Ashton corresponds with Dawsey Adams and other members 

of a literary society created as a front during the Nazi occupation of the British channel 

island Guernsey. Through letters, Juliet learns about their wartime experiences. Intrigued, 

Juliet sails to Guernsey, where she finds new inspiration. Bestseller. 2008. Digital Book 

DB67526; Braille Book BR21120. Both editions are available on BARD.

Sometimes people band together to make something magnificent.

The Pillars of the Earth by Ken Follett.

Historical novel set in twelfth century England. Philip, prior of the monastery at 

Kingsbridge, and Tom, a master mason, would like to build a new cathedral. They are 

helped along when Tom’s stepson torches the current cathedral. They are hindered, 

however, by a powerful and jealous bishop, and Ellen--who witnessed an ancient 

treachery. Some violence, some strong language, and some descriptions of sex.  Digital 

Book DB30999 (English language). Digital Book DB70968 Los Pilares de la Terra 

(Spanish language). Both editions are available on BARD.
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Sometimes it takes all sorts of people to make a place.

Centennial by James Michener.

Novel based on historical fact deals with the American West, especially Colorado, from 

prehistory to the 1970s. A cast of seventy characters is involved in dramatic events and 

conflicts from trading and settling to industrialization. By the author of “Hawaii” and “The 

Source.”  Digital Book DB33480. Available on BARD.

Sometimes after things fall apart it takes small steps to start putting things back together.

The Postman by David Brin.

In the aftermath of a nuclear war that has devastated the nation, a traveling storyteller 

borrows the jacket of a long-dead postal worker and is transformed unwittingly into a 

symbol of hope for America’s future. Some strong language. Digital Book DB23860. 

Available on BARD.

Sometimes you might have to travel to the past to make a better future.

11/22/63 by Stephen King.

The dying owner of Al’s Diner has a shocking request for his friend, English teacher Jake 

Epping: go back in time through a portal in Al’s storeroom and stop JFK’s assassination. 

Strong language, some violence, and some explicit descriptions of sex. Bestseller. 2011. 

Digital Book DB73931. Braille Book BR18758. Both editions are available on BARD.
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NONFICTION
Building a better world can start with a little self-improvement.

The Happiness Project: Or, Why I Spent a Year Trying to Sing in the Morning, Clean my 
Closet, Fight Right, Read Aristotle, and Generally Have More Fun by Gretchen Rubin.

Author’s personal reflections on a monthly plan to improve her quality of life by the end of 

one year. Analyzes missteps, challenges, and successes in reaching her goals and shares the 

often unexpected lessons she learned. Bestseller. 2009. Digital Book DB70275. Braille Book 

BR18710. Both editions are available on BARD.

Building a better world can start with making it a healthier place.

Silent Spring by Rachel Carson.

The author criticizes man’s large-scale use of chemical insecticides and weed killers, warning 

that such a policy jeopardizes the environment and damages wildlife. 1962. Digital Book 

DB20184. Braille Book BR11887. Both editions are available on BARD.

Building a better world can start by saving knowledge when things fall apart.

How the Irish Saved Civilization: The Untold Story of Ireland’s Heroic Role from the Fall of 

Rome to the Rise of Medieval Europe  by Thomas Cahill.

Cahill demonstrates how literacy and classical learning survived through the efforts of “men 

so strange they lived in little huts on rocky outcrops and shaved half their heads and tortured 

themselves.” The author chattily relates how these Irish monks began in the fifth century to 

handcopy literature crucial to the later growth of medieval culture. Digital Book DB41657. 

Available on BARD
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Building a better world can be done by making it easier to get from one place to 

another.

Nothing Like It In the World: The Men Who Built the Transcontinental Railroad, 
1863-1869  by Stephen Ambrose.

A look at the investors, politicians, engineers, surveyors, and laborers involved in the 

construction of America’s first transcontinental railroad. Records the Union Pacific 

and the Central Pacific Railroads’ fierce competition, which ended in a team effort 

in 1869, to connect America’s two coasts by rail. Bestseller. 2000. Digital Book 

DB50872. Available on BARD

Building a better world can be helped by cleaning up corruption.

Seattle Justice: The Rise and Fall of the Police Payoff System in Seattle by 

Christopher T. Bayley.

This is the story of one of the youngest county prosecutors in the country whose 

mission was to finally end the system of vice and corruption that had infiltrated 

Seattle’s police department, municipal departments, and even the mayor’s office. 

In the late 1960s, Christopher T. Bayley was a young lawyer with a fire in his belly to 

break the back of Seattle’s police payoff system, built on illegal activity known as the 

“tolerance policy.” Digital Book DBC00195. Available on BARD.
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